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* An Action RPG with a Dark Tone A fantasy action RPG developed by Netmarble, the developer of the popular APK GAME series. The action RPG allows you to freely battle in both fantasy and sci-fi environments while acquiring various skills and weapons. In addition to story-driven battles, it is possible to
experience exciting and suspenseful battle sequences, exploring the world in real time and experiencing exciting battles. A vast world full of challenges, where you will eventually experience a thrilling fantasy drama, full of conflicts and betrayals! * A Variety of Unique Enemies and Game Elements The
game features a variety of unique enemies that have never been seen in any games before, such as Nemesis, a dungeon captured monster that can be summoned by other players, attacking monsters that can be seen flying and pursuing you in the sky, as well as various traitors that can betray you by

switching sides. The game also features a variety of game elements in the form of a fighting system, unique weapons, and other aspects. ABOUT NETMARBLE Netmarble is a game developer that creates games for smartphones and tablets. The company develops games for the Android market for people
of all ages, including the so-called “children’s games.” They have experience with popular mobile games such as Raging Thunder, Black Mesa, and Pokémon, and they have developed numerous games based on popular franchises such as Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds, Witching Hour, and Last of Us.

Their games have received numerous awards, including Game Award in Japan, and many of their games have ranked in the top 200 on the mobile Google Play Store. * Changelog [Version 2.1.0] For Questions Contact Support Support inquiries are managed via our support site. Visit the site at Check the
following for details on questions regarding the development and release of version 2.1.0. ▶ Supported platforms for 2.1.0 Android devices running Android 4.4 or higher, including Nexus devices ▶ Game Features Added and Improved - New Content Added – Three new bosses: Leviathan, Elden Lord and

Guardian - New Content Improved - The following quests have been added: “Boomerang Thief”, “The Bowman’s Box”, and “The Patriarch�

Elden Ring Features Key:
The voice of the brotherhood. You were destined to wield the power of the Elden Ring and protect the Lands Between, but circumstances led to you remaining under the thrall of Tarn. You'll need to shake off the chains in order to become a fully fledged member of the brotherhood once more.
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